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“For Zion’s sake I will not keep silent,
for Jerusalem’s sake I will not remain quiet,
till her vindication shines out like the dawn,
her salvation like a blazing torch.”
Isaiah 62:1
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Introduction
Welcome to Christians United for
Israel-UK’s second issue of the TORCH
Magazine. We appreciate all of the
positive feedback following our first
issue and we’ve extended the print run
for this in order to cover the increased
demand.
In December my wife Remeny and I
visited Krakow in Poland and spent time
visiting Schindler’s factory, AuschwitzBirkenau and the Jewish ghetto area. An
article written by Remeny about our trip
is included in this issue – see “Echoes of
the Past”.
As a nation we have just remembered
Holocaust Memorial day and how sad
it is that, 71 years on from the liberation
of the Auschwitz-Birkenau camps,
anti-Semitism is once again increasing
across Europe. We cannot remain silent.

Included on this
subject is an article
about my friend
Pastor Victor Styrsky
– “Never Again”.
We trust you will find the articles
interesting and informative. Please share
the truth about Israel with those you
connect with. We must challenge the lies
and the negative rhetoric coming from
our media. It’s crucially important that
Christians stand up and speak out on
behalf of Israel and the Jewish people.

ECHOES OF THE PAST
BY REMENY STARRITT

Des Starritt
Executive Director, CUFI-UK
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he eerie silence was so heavy it
was almost tangible and stirred
every emotion within me. The
bare windows around the room beamed
in shafts of light to the floor below.
Apart from my husband and I, there was
nothing, absolutely nothing except an odd
light fixture from a past era hanging from
the ceiling. I stood and looked around.
The evidence was all gone but the walls
had seen it all and the memory was
indelibly etched into their blankness.
Tears of deep sadness began to well up
in my eyes, but I held them back, not
wanting to be distracted from the reason
why I came here. At long last I was in the
place I had wanted to visit from an early
age. A place where I wanted to, somehow,
breathe in the atmosphere and identify the
echoes of the past that were now silently
screaming at me.
I was walking through Auschwitz, the
largest of the death camps meticulously
planned and built by the Nazis to execute

Hitler’s Final Solution and rid the planet of
God’s chosen people, the Jews.
The sheer scale and size of AuschwitzBirkenau is shocking. What we went on to
see was beyond human comprehension.
I was well prepared, or at least, as well
prepared as one can be for a place like this,
but it was overwhelming.
Auschwitz was an army barracks taken
over by the Nazis after they swept into
Poland and conquered the city of Krakow
in a matter of days. Here thousands of
people had their freedom, their dignity,
their right to exist and their humanity,
brutally and calculably stripped from them.
They were made out to be inhuman by
their captors, German Nazi officers, whose
uniform bore the Nazi Auschwitz emblem
of a skull on their right hand collar and
cap. The emblem was to ‘terrorise’ their
prisoners into thinking they would never get
out alive. And 1.1 million of them never did.
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Holocaust child survivors on
the day they were liberated

Piles of shoes at Auschwitz

The barracks
are made
up of several
blocks where
prisoners
were once
held in
appalling
conditions
while being
starved and
worked to
death. They slept either on the hard floor
or crammed into wooden bunks and were
beaten, tortured and ultimately destroyed.
We walked from block to block hardly
saying a word for hours, not even thinking
to eat or drink.
Each block held exhibits behind walls of
glass. Piles and piles of hair, which was
hacked from these beautiful women’s
heads upon arrival. Then there were
displays of shoes - mountains of them.
Every single one spoke to me about the
person who would have carefully chosen
and worn them. Strappy low-heeled
sandals, smart men’s shoes, high heels of
various colours and sizes, all piled up. The
feet were gone but the shoes seemed to
proclaim their owner.
These exhibitions continued. Piles of sturdy,
leather suitcases, some bearing their
owners names or initials. Prayer shawls,
4

shoe polish and brushes, pots and pans,
cooking utensils and so much more. Each
one cherished by their owners to keep up
their appearance or cook a loving meal for
the family. These families were told they
were heading to a new home. The new
home they arrived at was one of the most
horrific places man has created.
Then there was the piles of children’s toys
and dolls - how precious, so very precious.
It is said that most of the children who
entered the camps who were too young to
work were led straight from the trains to
the gas chambers.
Next came the display of empty gas
canisters. Three to five of these canisters
was enough to ‘finish the job’. The gas
chambers themselves, most of which were
burned down by the Nazis in an attempt
to hide the evidence, bore the scratch
marks on the walls made by men, women
and children who clawed at the walls in
desperation, trying to escape the poison
that consumed them.
We looked upon rows and rows of
photographs of men and women, the
victims of this camp. Etched in their faces
was the deepest trauma; their haunting
expression spelled death. Their images
were a living horror that stared at us 70
years later. I wanted to look into their eyes
so I didn’t forget them.
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One image struck me. It was a huge
image of stripped men, women and a child
starved nearly to death. These were the
human guinea pigs used for horrendous
‘medical research’, no more than skin and
bone. The child was crying and my heart
wrenched with anguish for him and his
mother. I wanted to somehow reach into
that picture and help them… I so hope they
are reunited in heaven.
Close by to Auschwitz is the beautiful city
of Krakow which admirably keeps the
story of the Holocaust alive. Today the
Jewish community there thrives with many
synagogues and a square surrounded by
shops and cosy restaurants. Life goes on in
the shadow of the world’s darkest hour. The
people of Krakow seem to have a sense of
pride and honour in their quest to carry the
truth so that no one will ever forget the cost
that was paid when good men did nothing
in the sight of evil, until it was too late.
I’m so glad I went to that place. I feel I

made a connection with something so
close to God’s heart. It has put a spur
within me to take up God’s cause as many
of our God-fearing forefathers had to lay
down their lives for our freedom. We must
honour them and secure that freedom for
our future generations.
On January 27, we celebrated Holocaust
Memorial Day, a day to look back at the
horrors of the Holocaust and declare,
‘Never Again’!

Israel and the Jewish people are
once again under threat. The same
spirit of anti-Semitism that fuelled
Hitler’s hate for the Jewish people is
alive and well today. We Christians
must again heed the call and stand
united with Israel and the Jewish
people.
As Pastor Hagee says, if a line has to be
drawn, draw it around Christians and Jews
– we are united!

Take a stand against
the rising tide of
anti-Semitism.
Sign the petiton: WWW.CUFI.ORG.UK
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Ernie’s response to the darkness has been
to embrace the light. After the war, he came
to America and built a life. He married,
succeeded in business, had children and
grandchildren.
Ernie has a spark not even the Nazis could
destroy. He is a passionate Zionist who
believes that had the modern state of Israel
existed during World War II, the Holocaust
would’ve never happened.

OUR PROMISE TO

ERNIE HAAS
S

itting atop the modest wooden
dresser in Ernie Haas’ bedroom are
the articles of his daily life: a watch,
a calendar, a picture of his family, and his
most prized possession a framed, faded
white handkerchief, sewn into the form of
a pocket, with his name hastily written on
the side. The handkerchief was delivered
to him in the spring of 1944. It contained
two pieces of bread and was sent by his
mother. The courier, like Ernie and his
entire family, was a Jew enslaved by the
Nazis.
Ernie, 18 years old at the time, was being
held in the Kaiserwald Concentration Camp
in Latvia. His mother was in a sub-camp
10 miles away. The bread constituted
two days’ rations for a prisoner. Though
starving, Ernie shared one of the slices with
the man who delivered the handkerchief on
account of the courier’s honesty in bringing
him the coveted package.
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Within a few months of this most maternal
act, Ernie’s mother was murdered by the
Nazis.
Ernie was born in 1925 in Neumarkt,
Germany. Until Hitler came to power,
Ernie’s life was normal. He had a brother
and a sister. He played with the children
who lived near him. He went to school.
In 1933, when he was eight years old,
Ernie’s 12 year battle for survival began.
In his testimony about his experiences,
Ernie does not describe a hatred that
crashed down in one moment, but rather
a horror that slowly flooded his world and
culminated in the genocide by which all
others are measured.
It started with being shunned from
the community, intensified through
harassment and discriminatory laws and
culminated in mass-murder.
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Ernie and his brother, along with a handful
of others, are the only ones who survived
the deportation of Newmarket’s Jewish
community. His father, mother, sister, as well
as all his uncles, aunts and cousins, perished
in the Holocaust.
In March 1945, after having survived sadism
and barbarism on an indescribable scale, sick
of Typhus and weighing just 80 pounds (at 20
years old), Ernie was liberated.
His testimony describes the mass-horrors
of the Nazis. Each-and-every day of the
Holocaust was a worst nightmare, a living
hell. In the end, there was no real justice, and,
Ernie fears, no lesson learned.
The Nazis SS officer, who once boasted
of having killed thousands of Jews, and,
standing not far from Ernie, murdered a
child before his parent’s eyes for “walking too
slowly,” was neither executed nor sentenced
to life in prison. Likewise, the adjutant to the
head of the Gestapo in Latvia, against whom
Ernie testified in Hamburg in 1977, was
sentenced to just 4 years in prison. He was
released early for good behaviour.
Given all that was taken from him, one has
an inkling as to why that handkerchief is kept
on Ernie’s dresser. One might forgive - or
even understand - if Ernie had held onto a
hatred or a desire for vengeance, but nothing
could more poorly describe this man.

For his 90th birthday, Ernie asked his friends
and loved ones to forego any gifts, and
instead make donations to Christians United
for Israel (CUFI). For those of us who work
for CUFI, that someone who had suffered
so much at the hands of those who called
themselves Christians now finds it in his
heart to trust and support modern Christian
supporters of Israel is an indescribable
honour - equaled only by the responsibility
with which it comes.
Having experienced first-hand the
consequences of a world without Israel, Ernie
has entrusted CUFI to aid in the Jewish state’s
survival.
We’ve promised to ensure that never again
will such horror befall the Jewish people. Ernie
is trusting us to keep that promise. We must
do everything we can to earn that trust, each
and every day.

Ernie’s brother and sister
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Israel products from Judea and Samaria.
Joining and leading the European Union
are certain Christian denominations, who
self-righteous voices are also demanding
boycotts against the Jewish nation of Israel.
These Christian brothers and sisters of
mine speaking out against Israel today
are the direct ideological descendants of
yesterday’s Christians whose voices were
silent and doors were closed to the plight of
the Jews during the Shoa (Holocaust).

VICTOR STYRSKY’S SPEECH
AT THE NEVER AGAIN RALLY

P

astor Victor Styrsky is a regional
coordinator for Christians United
for Israel in the United States.

Below is the speech he made on
Holocaust Remembrance Day to a mainly
Jewish audience at the ‘Never Again’ rally
in Miami.

“

On November 12, 1939 just two days after
Kristallnacht and while cities throughout
Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia were
still smoldering, more than one hundred
Nazi leaders were gathered for, “A Meeting
on the Jewish Question”, hosted by Hitler’s
right-hand-man, Hermann Goering.
Three decisions were made at the meeting
concerning the violence and destruction
committed during the Night of Crystal:
•
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The Jews would be held responsible for
the pogrom, and ordered to clean up
the city and make repairs.

•

The massive payments owed by
the insurance companies to Jewish
property holders would not be
collected by the Jews but confiscated
by the Nazi state.

•

The Jewish communities would be
forced to pay a penalty of one billion
German marks for instigating the
unrest of Kristallnacht.

And today we see the EXACT same wicked
and absurd accusations being levelled at
the Jewish people. On November 10, 2015
- exactly 77 years to the day of Kristallnacht
- the European Union announced decisions
they had made regarding the “Jewish
Question” and the “Palestinian pogroms”
taking place throughout Israel. And they
have determined the Jews are responsible
for the uprising. And the Jewish nation of
Israel should be financially penalised for
instigating the unrest through the EU’s
forced labelling and, in effect, boycotting of
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Tragically, throughout history, it’s most
often been the carriers of the Christian flag
who were the fiercest enemies of the Jewish
people.
Benjamin Disraeli, Great Britain’s only
Jewish Prime Minister stated the following:
“The Jews are nervous people. 1,900 years
of Christian ’love‘, has taken a toll.”
I understand that the living cannot really
forgive on behalf of the dead, but this
afternoon, on behalf of the now two and a
half million members of Christians United
for Israel, we ask God and you, our Jewish
brothers and sisters, to please forgive us for
the sins of our fathers.
There is no possible restitution we can
bring, nor can we change the past, but
there are millions of us who are giving the
rest and the best of our lives in building
a new future with you. And we make this
promise: Never again will the Jewish people
stand alone. Never again will you say,
“There is no one for us.”

and believe me when I say, most of us are
much more concerned with trying to turn
CHRISTIANS into Christians these days!

But millions of us are literally
working day and night in our homes
and churches to assure you the next
100 years of support. As we teach
our children and our children’s
children that the Jewish people are
a light to the national, the beloved of
God and the apple of His eye.
In the last 90-days, Christians United for
Israel, CUFI, has grown by over 210,000
new members and through our CUFI on
Campus chapters we are working on over
300 universities and reaching thousands of
students across the nation, equipping them
to battle BDS, anti-Semitism and teaching
them how to be fearless advocates for
Israel on their campuses and on Capitol
Hill.
Today’s pro-Israel Christians are linked in
name only with the anti-Semitic Christians
of the past and present. For we are the
lineage of Ruth the Moabitess. And on
behalf of CUFI, I beseech you today with
the words Ruth spoke to Naomi: “Please,
don’t ask us to leave your side, and don’t
push us away from standing with you. For
wherever you go, we will go, and wherever
you stay, we will stay. Your people shall be
our people and your God our God. Where
you die, we will die, and there we will be
buried together.”

Our commitment to you is not guilt
driven or based upon a heretical “end
of days” theology. Nor is it a hypocritical
smokescreen of affection while secretly
scheming to turn you all into Christians.

You are not alone!

Am Yisrael Chai!
Am Yisrael Chai!
Am Yisrael Chai!

”

(the nation of Israel Lives!)

I’ve been a pastor for almost 30-years,
CUFI.ORG.UK
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is intolerable that in our
country citizens should feel
so upset and under assault
because of their religious
choice that they would
conclude that they have to
hide”.
WINTER 2016

Torah saves life of machete-attack victim in
Marseille as Jews leave Europe in record numbers
A copy of the Torah most
likely saved the life of
the victim of a machete
attack in the French city of
Marseille on 11 January.
The Hebrew Bible in
Benjamin Amsallem’s
pocket apparently blocked
the blow of the blade,
preventing a more serious
injury. Amsallem is a Bible
teacher at the FrancoHebraic institute “La
Source,” where the attack
took place.
According to French
prosecutors, a 15-year-old
Turkish student of Kurdish
origin, claimed he had
committed the stabbing “in
the name of ISIS.”
The teenager attacked
Amsallem, 35, as the
teacher was wearing a
kippah (Jewish skullcap) and
traditional Orthodox garb,
managing to hit Amsallem
in the shoulder and knock
him to the ground, but the
Torah instructor fought
back by kicking the boy and
using the holy book as a
shield. The boy was later
arrested.
10

The incident led to calls by
Zvi Ammar, the main Jewish
leader in Marseille urging
men to stop wearing the
skullcap “to avoid being
identified as Jewish”.
He said the “exceptional
measure” was needed
to protect Jewish lives.
However many Jewish
leaders in France spoke out
against the idea of hiding
their religious identity.
France’s chief rabbi, Haim
Korsia, said, “We should
not give an inch. We should
continue wearing the
kippah”.
This debate sparked
a French social media
campaign calling for nonJews in France to wear a
kippah on 15 January in
solidarity with the Jewish
people. Using the hashtag
#TousAvecUneKippa

(everyone with a kippah), the
campaign called on French
people of all backgrounds
to don the traditional
Jewish skullcap and post a
selfie on social media in a
show of solidarity against
anti-Semitic attacks. The
campaign also shared
images of famous people
having previously worn a
kippah.
France’s president,
Francois Hollande said, “It

Meanwhile, a new report

in January says Jews from
Europe emigrated to Israel
in record numbers in 2015;
the leading cause being
the rise in anti-Semitic
attacks.
The Jewish Agency, a
non-profit organisation

which works with the Israeli
government and acts as
a link to Jews around the
world, reported that 9,880
western European Jews
emigrated to Israel in
2015 – the highest annual
number ever. Around 7,900
of those came from France.

30 Israelis killed;
301 injured in more than
four months of terror in Israel
More than four-and-a-half
months into the terror
wave, Israel’s Magen David
Adom ambulance service
has summarised some of
the period’s key statistics.
Since the 13 September
until 1 February, 30 Israelis
have been killed and 301
have been wounded.
MDA emergency teams
treated victims in 91 rock
throwing incidents, 83
stabbing incidents, 22
vehicle ramming attacks,
and 15 shootings.
On 1 January, a terrorist
who went on a shooting
rampage in Tel Aviv killed
three Israelis.
On 17 January, Dafna
Meir, a married mother
of four children and
two foster childen, was

stabbed to death by a
terrorist just outside her
home in Otniel.
On 25 January, two
Palestinian terrorists
stabbed two Israeli women
and threw pipe bombs at
a grocery store in the West
Bank settlement of Beit
Horon on Monday night.
One of the victims of the
attack, Shlomit Krigman, a
23-year old woman from
Shadmot Mehola in the
Jordan Valley, died from
her wounds.
On 3 February, a female
Border Police officer died
of her wounds after a
shooting attack near
Jerusalem’s Damascus
Gate. According to
officials, 19 year-old Hadar
Cohen and a wounded
colleague prevented a
“massive terror attack”.

Pictures (from top to bottom)
Dafna Meir (38, pictured with husband), Hadar Cohen (19),
Shlomit Krigman (23), Hadar Buchris (21), Tuvia Yanai
Weissman (21, pictured with wife and daughter)
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Iran claims receipt of $100
Billion in sanctions relief,

which is nearly double Kerry’s estimate.
At the time, Kerry also acknowledged
that some of the funds would likely be
used by Iran to support terrorist groups.

“I am going to get
a bigger Israel flag”
Ohio restaurant owned by
Israeli Arab Christian reopens after machete attack
An Ohio restaurant owned by Hany
Baransian, an Arab-Israeli Christian, has
reopened days after four patrons were
injured in a violent machete attack in
February. The perpetrator, Mohamed
Barry, was shot dead whilst shouting
‘Allahu Akbar’ and attempting to stab
police. The Israeli flag is still prominently
positioned at the entrance to the
restaurant. Hany, who is certain it was a
terrorist attack despite authorities yet to
describe it as such, says, “I feel okay. I
love my country Israel, and I will defend it
until the day I die.”

Israeli company
claims to have found
method to stop spread
of Zika Virus
12

Supreme leader of Iran
marks Holocaust Memorial
Day by publishing
Holocaust denying video
While nations around the world
remembered the millions of people
who were killed in Auschwitz and other
concentration camps, Iran’s hardline leader questioned whether the
Holocaust “is a reality or not”. Ayotollah
Ali Khamenei’s official website promotes
the video with a banner across its
homepage, featuring a montage of
images, including one of Adolf Hitler.

Israel helps in Taiwan
earthquake rescue

Bahraini princess receives
life-saving surgery in Israel,
according to Israel’s Deputy Minister
for Regional Cooperation. The decision,
which was approved by Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu, has helped in
building diplomatic relations with the
Arab state.

UK and Israel to extend
cyber defence co-operation
for national infrastructure

Minister for the Cabinet Office Matt
Hancock MP said during a visit to Israel
in February, “The UK’s world-class
companies and universities combined
with Israel’s cutting-edge technology and
entrepreneurial culture is an unbeatable
combination. I welcome this opportunity
to forge ever-closer links in the field of
cyber security with our Israeli partners.”

after a 6.4 magnitude earthquake
hit the country in February. Israeli
humanitarian aid organisation, IsraAid,
sent a search and rescue team to locate
victims and survivors.

is set to launch on 15 March. The stamp
is in honour of the ‘British Schindler’ who
helped rescue 669 children from Nazioccupied Czechoslovakia.

New Holocaust memorial
to be built by Parliament in
Victoria Tower Gardens
Describing the Holocaust as the “darkest
hour of humanity”, David Cameron said
the new structures would stand as a
“permanent statement of our values as
a nation and will be something for our
children to visit for generations to come”.

Oxford University Press
teams up with three Israeli
education tech firms

offering services in education
technology in the distinguished
publishing house’s “most extensive
collaboration yet” with Israeli industry.

SANSIO, an Israeli company in the US, claims it
has successfully tested technology in Virginia
that could prevent the further spread of Zika by
dropping non-infectious mosquitoes into affected
areas, thus greatly reducing their ability to
reproduce.

Royal Mail stamp for
Sir Nicholas Winton

Hollywood actor, Michael
Douglas, begins speaking
tour of US campuses
to combat the anti-Israel movement
and anti-Semitism on US college
campuses.

Get all the latest Israel news at

WWW.CUFI.ORG.UK
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Ten Holocaust survivors
honoured by Queen in
New Year’s Honours

The group have told their stories in thousands of
schools, played key roles in supporting Holocaust
Memorial Day and written books about the
darkest chapter in recent human history – so the
lessons of the Holocaust live on.

Jewish shoppers pelted
with gas canisters and told
“Hitler is on the way to you”
in north-east London
Three members of the Orthodox Jewish
community, two men and a woman
were allegedly targeted with projectiles
and abuse by three men in a white
pickup truck in Tottenham in January.

At least eight Jewish schools
in UK received bomb threats
on 8 February. Reports claim the
schools received a pre-recorded
message, with a voice threatening a
bomb attack while Arabic or Islamic
music played in the background.

WIDOW TO THE WOMEN WHO KILLED HER HUSBAND:

“I CONSIDER YOU MY DAUGHTERS.”
Jewish cemeteries,
Holocaust memorials
vandalised across Germany
Unidentified individuals have defaced
dozens of “stumbling block” memorials
in the German cities of Berlin, Rostock
and Hanover. The small, brass blocks
set into sidewalks note the last dwelling
place of Jews who were deported,
usually to Auschwitz.

Sign-up to our

WEEKLY NEWS ROUND-UP
with the latest on Israel
and anti-Semitism in the UK and
Europe straight to your inbox.

Visit www.cufi.org.uk
to subscribe
Or email “subscribe”
to info@cufi.org.uk
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O

n 23 December 2015, a shocking
yet familiar scene took place in
Jerusalem. Outside the Jaffa Gate
in the Old City, two Palestinian terrorists
withdrew knives and started stabbing
Jews.
In the attack the terrorists stabbed and
killed one Israeli, a 45-year-old Argentinianborn Rabbi and father of seven, Rabbi
Reuben Birmajer. Another unnamed man
was also seriously wounded.
In his car nearby was Ofer Ben-Ari, a
married father of two. He was the first man
to react to the attack. Seeing what was
happening, he quickly exited his vehicle
and, unarmed, ran towards the attackers to
try and stop them.
At that moment police officers opened fire.
The bullets were intended only for the
terrorists, and most of them found their
mark. Unfortunately, a single stray bullet hit
Ofer and killed him instantly.
The officers who had opened fire were two
police women. They were responding in the
way they had been trained.
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A couple of weeks later Ofer’s widow, Yifat,
along with his two daughters, met with the
police women who had accidentally killed
him.
“I am not angry at you,” Yifat told them.
“You did exactly what you needed to do to
save lives.”
“I consider you my daughters,” she
continued. “I want you to start anew
and not look back, but forward. What
happened to you could have happened to
my daughters or anyone else.”
Ofek, one of Ofer’s daughters also said, “I’m
not angry at all at the policewomen. They
did their duties and tried to neutralise the
terrorists.”
“My father was a hero and I’m sure he
supports what they did,” she added.
At the end of the meeting Yifat and her
children embraced the police women as
sisters and daughters. This act of love and
forgiveness speaks volumes for the strength
and character of the women of Israel.

CUFI.ORG.UK
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A

s CUFI celebrates its 10th
Anniversary, it is with much
favour from the Lord and
support of millions of pro-Israel
Christians that CUFI has emerged as the
largest grassroots organisation in the
United States.
Over the last decade, Christians United
for Israel has:

CHRISTIANS UNITED FOR ISRAEL

A DECADE STRONG

•

Become the largest pro-Israel
organisation in the United States with
over 2.7 million members.

•

Held over 2,500 pro-Israel events
across America.

•

Turned millions of Christians into an
effective pro-Israel political force.

•

Impacted critical legislation by driving
hundreds of thousands of phone calls
and emails and directly meeting with
elected officials.

•

Built a network of pro-Israel pastors
who preach pro-Israel messages
to their hundreds of thousands of
congregants.

•

Established official ‘CUFI on Campus’
groups at over 160 campuses and an
active presence on an additional 150
campuses.

•

Educated tens of millions of
Americans with the truth of Israel
through billboards, full-page ads in
major newspapers, including The Wall
Street Journal, The New York Times
and USA Today.

•

Reversed the negative tone of the
media’s coverage of Christian Zionism
in America.

•

Became the go-to source for Israel
and Middle East news for millions of
Christians around the world through
our international websites, blogs and
social media channels.

•

Transformed young Christian leaders’
views on Israel through the ‘Israel
Collective’.

•

Expanded our reach by opening
international offices in Canada and
the United Kingdom.

One year ago, we started our office here in
the United Kingdom. Since our launch we
have connected with tens of thousands of
Christians across the country
Together, with your support, we can turn
the tide of anti-Israel bias in the British
media, stem the flow of anti-Semitism
that is emerging from our universities and
colleges and have the truth about Israel
based on the Word of God proclaimed
from the pulpits of our nation’s churches.
As the Bible says regarding Israel, “I will
bless those who bless you, And I will curse
him who curses you; And in you all the
families of the earth shall be blessed.”
(Genesis 12:3)
We desire to see the UK blessed by turning
back to the God and standing with the
nation of Israel.

Please consider supporting CUFI with a donation.
Call 01793 86 22 10 · Visit www.cufi.org.uk/donate
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“When we hear about the dreadfully
disturbing events taking place worldwide
then this humanitarian act puts everything
into perspective and restores one’s faith in
mankind.”
The team headed north of the border after
a Jewish community in Aberdeen contacted
them for help after hearing of the great
work they were doing in Leeds.

ISRAELI AID WORKERS
HELP IN UK FLOODS

A

n Israeli humanitarian aid agency
came to the assistance of flood
victims in January, helping in
rescue efforts in Leeds and Aberdeen

news around the world. For a small group
of Israeli volunteers it was enough for
them to pack their bags and head over to
the UK to give a helping hand.

In 2013, when Typhoon Haiyan hit the
Philippines, it took just 48-hours for IsrAID
to assemble a team and fly them over to
the Pacific Archipelago, where over 6,000
people lost their lives and over 4 million
people were displaced by one of the
biggest storms in history.

They contacted Jewish communities
around northern England who told them
which groups were working in flooded
areas.
On arrival in Leeds the Israelis were
welcomed with open arms. They worked
with locals to map out the workloads.
They gutted out houses, repaired homes
and distributed supplies, including food.

They have helped thousands of people in
disaster struck areas such as Haiti, Japan
and Nepal. While they are quick to react
to the disaster, they do not just up sticks
and leave as soon as the world’s attention
has turned to other things. They continue
to help rebuild those communities in
projects that continue to this day.
While most of the disasters they assist in
are in developing countries. There was a
disaster that struck at the beginning of
the year which drew the attention of this
Israeli charity.
In January, Britain was hit with heavy
rainfall and the pictures of Britons wading
through flooded streets became headline
18

When some of the flood victims realised
the team had travelled all the way over
from Israel, they couldn’t believe it. “Wow!
Really? From Israel? You truly came
to help us from Israel?”, said one lady
wearing a smile from ear to ear.
“This is an incredible initiative,” said
Councillor Judith Chapman, who is Lord
Mayor of Leeds. “I find it heartwarming
to see that a delegation from Israel is
prepared to drop everything in order to
reach out to those in Yorkshire who have
been affected by this recent terrible crisis
and offer professional aid and support
and their technical expertise.”

CUFI.ORG.UK

Israeli Team Leader Miki Noam Alon said,
“We’ve seen there is a lot of damage
and people here are still waiting for the
insurance companies to sort out their
claims so there is a limit to what we can
do.
“But for people without insurance their
homes have been destroyed and they have
lost all their belongings. We are trying to
help them first with clearing debris and just
providing the community another pair of
hands.”
The team said the reaction to his team
from people in the UK was “very warm.”
“Some people have been surprised to see
us come all the way from Israel,” he said.
“Of course politics is politics, but we are
not the government. We are just people
helping people and they are very grateful.”
The team has now returned to Israel
and are preparing for their next mission.
However, the charity has not forgotten
about the difficulties and are putting
together arrangements to carry on helping
flood victims in the UK in the coming
months.
These volunteers are excellent
representatives of the values Israel holds.
While so many seek to discredit, many
Israelis of all walks of life strive to better the
world around them. Thank you Israel!
CUFI.ORG.UK
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16 JUNE 2016
WESTMINSTER, LONDON

Registration is required,
book your tickets today.

Call: 01793 862 210
Visit: www.cufi.org.uk/events

